Identification and characterization of human ZPBP-like gene in silico.
PP1R1B-ERBB2-GRB7 locus on human chromo-some 17q12 is frequently amplified in gastric and breast cancer. Because recombination hot spot or fragile site is located around the terminus of amplified region (amplicon), we searched for a novel gene closely linked to the teromeric end of the ERBB2 amplicon. Here, we identified and characterized the ZPBP-like (ZPBPL) gene by using bioinformatics. ZPBPL gene, corresponding to BC043152 cDNA, was found to consist of seven exons. ZPBPL (316 aa) and ZPBP (351 aa) proteins, showing 34.8% total amino-acid identity, shared the zona pellucida binding protein homologous (ZPBH) domain with conserved 15 cysteine residues. ZPBPL was a secreted-type glycoprotein with the ZPBH domain, while ZPBP was a type 2 transmembrane protein with the extracellular ZPBH domain. ZPBPL mRNA was co-expressed with ZPBP mRNA in testis, germ cell tumor, and brain medulla. ZPBPL might be implicated in the gamete interaction during fertilization just like ZPBP. The MGC9753-ERBB2-MGC14832-GRB7-ZNFN1A3-ZPBPL-PRO2521-ORMDL3-GSDM locus on human chromosome 17q12-q21 and the ZPBP-ZNFN1A1-FIGNL1-DDC-GRB10-COBL-SEC61G-EGFR-LANCL2 locus on human chromosome 7p12-p11 were next compared. Comparative genomics revealed that ZPBPL-ZNFN1A3-GRB7-ERBB2 and ZPBP-ZNFN1A1-GRB10-EGFR loci were paralogous regions within the human genome. This is the first report on identification and characterization of the ZPBPL gene.